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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider some integral representations of PSL,(F,), 
p = 3 (mod 4). Using a result of Klein, which we summarize in Section 1, 
and which we improve in Section 2, we give an explicit model of the 
irreducible representations of PSL,(F,) of degree (p - 1)/2. In Section 5, we 
classify all of the integral representations which lie in this representation. In 
Section 6, we apply our considerations to classifying all abelian varieties of 
dimension (p - 1)/2 whose automorphism groups contain P&5&F,) or the 
Bore1 subgroup of PSL,(lF,). The considerations in Section 6 are part of an 
investigation of the intermediate Jacobians of certain varieties which Weil 
has designated [ 10, 111 as being of special interest in connection with an 
attempt to give a geometric proof of the Chowla-Selberg formula. In 
Section 7, we settle, in the negative, a question raised by Kostant in 
connection with his investigations of the MacDonald formula. That question 
dealt with the possibility of embedding the Leech lattice into the Lie algebra 
d@(5) so as to be invariant under the adjoint representation of PSL,(F,,). 
1 
In this section, we recall some results of Klein [8]. Our presentation is not 
essentially different from that of Klein; it is included here for the 
convenience of the reader. 
Let p denote a prime number of the form 4n + 3 with 12 > 1, and let 
Y, T---T y2,,+r be indeterminates. We will denote by V the space of 
homogeneous linear forms in these indeterminates with complex coefficients. 
Let < be a primitive pth root of unity, and let k denote the cyclotomic field 
generated by < over the field of rational numbers. Call V,, the vector space 
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over A consisting of all homogeneous linear forms in V whose coefficients 
belong to R. We have a natural isomorphism of V,, G&C onto V defined by 
associating C c,x, to an element 2 x, @ c, of I’, @Jd Cc; we will identify V 
with V, 0, C via this isomorphism. Then a complex linear transformation T 
of V into itself is the complex linear extension to V, OR C of a R-linear 
transformation of V,, into itself if and only if T leaves I’,, invariant. 
Call F, the field withp elements, and Ff its multiplicative group. If t is an 
element of Fp”, we will write 1 tl to denote t if t is one of the elements 1, 2,..., 
2n + 1, and to denote -t otherwise. We will find it convenient in what 
follows to regard the indeterminates y1 ,..., yzn+ I as being indexed by the 
elements of Fp” that are of the form 1 tl with t in Fp” . We will also fix a 
generator g of the cyclic group IF:. 
We will now define three complex linear endomorphisms of V and 
examine some of their basic properties. 
Consider the linear substitutions A, B, and C in the indeterminates y, ,..., 
yzn + , defined by the equations 
A(Yk) = rk2Yk, (1) 
B(Yk) =YIg.kl’ (2) 
-1 
C(yk) = c-p)y2 (3) 
for k = l,..., 2n + 1. 
Here (k//p) denotes the Legendre symbol. One then has the identities 
AP=B2”+1 = C2 = 1,. Of these, AP = BZnf ’ = 1 V are quite easy to verify 
from formulas (1) and (2) for A and B and from the fact that g2”+’ = -1 in 
ffp”. We will prove that C2 = 1”. Let 1 < k & 2n + 1. Then by (3), we have 
We may simplify the last expression to obtain 
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Now, c;:; ' (rZk' - (-2k’)(t2’m - <-“,) is the same as 
2n+1 2nt1 
s (<2/(k+m) + <-2lCktm)) _ C (<2hk-m) + y2’(k--m)). 
/=I I= I 
As I runs from 1 to 2n + 1 modulo p, -1 runs from 4n + 2 down to 2n + 2 
modulo p, so that every nonzero element of Ff is represented in exactly one 
way as 1 or -1 with 1 < 1< 2n + 1 modulo p. Therefore, the preceding 
expression is the same as 
P-1 P-1 
c (f2’(k+m) - 
/=l 
z, r2’(k-m), 
which is the same as 
5 <*l(k+m) 
/=I 
- ,$ p-m). 
Since 1 < k, m < 2n + 1 in (t), k + m cannot be congruent to 0 modulop, 
so the first summation runs over all pth roots of 1 and consequently 
vanishes. If m # k, then the second sum also vanishes, while if m = k, the 
value of the whole expression is -p. Therefore, in (?), the term in braces has 
the value 0 or -p according to whether m # k or m = k. With this obser- 
vation, the expression (t) becomes 
c2(Yk) = -; % (-p>yk =yk, 
( 1 
which proves that C2 = 1 y. In particular, A, B, and C are all invertible. 
Moreover, one sees at once that they leave V,, invariant. Hence, if we denote 
by G the group of automorphisms of V generated by A, B, and C, it follows 
that G leaves V,, invariant. 
Since AP = I,, AN depends only on the residue class of N modulo p. 
Accordingly, for any x E Ff, we may write A” unambiguously to denote AN, 
where N is any integer congruent to x modulo p. One then has the following 
identities: 
AB = BAg2, (4) 
(BC)‘= l,, (5) 
‘C = c. (6) 
Identities (4) and (6) follow immediately from formulas (l), (2), (3) 
defining A, B, C. To see that (5) is true, recall that C* = I,, so (5) will 
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follow once we prove that BCB = C. If we apply CB to y,, then by (2) and 
(3), we have 
for 1 < k < 2n + 1. If we now apply B to this expression, we have 
Since p = 3 (mod 4), we have (-l/p) = -1, so that for any t E Ff we 
have 
0 
f (<’ - l-‘) = (:) (c-f - f). 
Since by the definition of 1 1, 1 gkl I, and k 1 gll differ at most by a factor of 
f 1 modulo p, if we take t = 1 gkl I, we have 
so that 
@kin’1 - <-2klK’I jy,,,, . 
As I runs from 1 to 2n + 1 modulo p, I g II does the same. Therefore, 
putting m = I g II, we have 
BCB(y,) = ‘2’ (,“, - <-2k”‘)y, = C(y,) 
rn=l 
for k = l,..., 2n + 1. This proves (5) completely. 
Let us call an invertible linear substitution Ton V a monomial substitution 
if T(y,) is a monomial for every k. T is a monomial substitution, if and only 
if there is a unique permutation r of the numbers I,..., 2n + 1, and unique 
nonzero complex numbers t, ,..., t,, + I such that for 1 < k < 2n + 1 we have 
T(Yk) = ?kY,ck) * Let us write D, and P, for the monomial substitutions 
defined by DT(yk) = t,y, and PT(yk) =yrck), respectively. Then T= PrD,. 
If S is another monomial substitution, we will similarly write P, and D,. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S and T be monomial substitutions such that 
SC = CT. ,Then there is a complex number a and a natural number v such 
that S = aB” and T= aB-“. 
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Proof: First suppose that P, = P, = l,, so that with respect to the basis 
y, ,..., yzn + 1 for I’, S and T are given by diagonal matrices s, ,..., sZn+ 1 and 
t 1 ,..., t2,,+, , respectively. Then expanding the identity SC = CT, we find that 
for l<i,j<2ni- 1, we have si . -(l/-p)v*(ijlp)(pj - r-2”) = 
-( l/(--p)“2(ij/~) (r2’j - t-2”) . tj, whence si = tj for all i, j. 
If we call this common value a, it follows that in this case, S = a l,, 
T = a 1 V as required. 
Now suppose S and T are any monomial substitutions such that 
SC = CT. By identity (6), ‘C = C, so that C’S = ‘TC. Therefore, we have 
‘TT = C’SSC, 
which is the same as 
(‘SS)C = C(w). 
Now, ‘SS and ‘TT are both diagonal matrices, so that by what we have 
shown, there is a complex number b, different from zero, such that 
‘SS= ‘TT= b21,. (7) 
If we write S = P,D, and T= P,D,, we can express (7) in the form 
D;=DZ,=b21y. 
It follows that D, and D, are both diagonal matrices all of whose diagonal 
entries are of the form kb. We can write the identity SC = CT in the form 
D, CD; ’ = Pi ’ CP,. If we apply both sides of this identity to y, and equate 
the coefficient of y, in the result, we find that for 1 < k, I < 2n + 1, we have 
*(tZk’ _ <-2kl) = ~2o(Or(k) _ <-2oUMk), 
where O, T are the permutations of l,..., 2n + 1 determined by P,, P,, 
respectively. This clearly implies that for 1 < k, I< 2n $ 1, we have 
kl= s(k) a(Z) modp, 
or what is the same, that 
1 z(k)/k/ = 1 Z/a(l)1 (mod p). (8) 
Hence both sides of (8) are independent of k and 1. We can therefore write 
r(k) = I g-“kl, a(Z) = 1 g”Zl. 
However, if u and r are such, then P, = B” and P, = B-“, as one sees by 
expanding B” and B-“. Therefore, S = BUD,, T= B-“D,, and the identity 
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SC= CT becomes D,‘CD,= B-“CB-“. In view of identity (5), this 
becomes D; ’ CD, = C, or what is the same, D, C = CD,. In view of what 
we have shown for diagonal substitutions at the beginning of the proof, it 
follows that there is a nonzero complex number a such that D, = D, = 
a 1,. Therefore S = aB” and T = aB-” as required. Q.E.D. 
Denote by X the projective line over the field kp, so that X consists of the 
elements co, 0, l,..., p - 1. We define a mapping @ of X into the space of 
homogeneous forms of degree 2n + 1 in y, ,..., y,, + , by: 
@(co 1 = ((-P)“2)2n+ ‘Y, Y2 ‘. Y2,1 t I 5 
By unique factorization, the forms we have described are distinct. 
Let us call jr the set of all of the forms Q(x) with x in X. One can easily 
verify that @(O) is obtained by applying the substitution C to @(co), and 
that for v E F,, Q(v) is obtained by applying the linear substitution A” to 
Q(O). An invertible linear substitution S leaves the form @(co) invariant if 
and only if it is a monomial substitution with determinant 1. It follows that 
for v in IF,,, an invertible substitution S leaves Q(v) invariant if and only if 
CA”,%-” is a monomial substitution with determinant 1. 
We may therefore obtain from the above proposition the following 
COROLLARY 1. If S is an invertible linear substitution which preserves 
each of the forms @(a), Q(O), and Q(l), then S = a 1 V, where a”’ ’ ’ = 1. 
Prooj If S preserves @(co), S is monomial, and if S preserves Q(O), 
then CSC is monomial. If we write T = CSC, then S and T are monomial 
substitutions such that SC = CT. Hence, by the proposition, we have that 
S = aB”. Moreover, since S has determinant 1, we have a’“” = 1. Now, 
since S preserves Q(l), it follows that CASA - ‘C is monomial. Let us write 
U = CASA - ‘C, V= AS4 ‘. Then U and V are monomial substitutions such 
that UC = CV, so that again by the proposition, we may write V = bBU with 
b2”+ ’ = 1. Then we have bB’ = aAB”A -‘. Since these are both monomial 
substitutions, their permutation parts coincide, so that B” = B”. Therefore 
ba-‘A = BP”AB”. It follows from identity (4) by induction that 
B-“AB” = AR’“, so that ba-‘A = AR*‘. But in general, AN is not a scalar 
multiple of 1, unless N is divisible by p. Hence, we must have g2” = 1 
(modp), which implies v = 0 (mod 2n + 1) since g is a primitive root modulo 
p. Therefore, B” = B” = 1 y, and S = a 1 y. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. If S is a linear substitution in G which j?xes each of the 
forms @(co), Q(O), and @p(l), then S = 1,. 
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Proof By Corollary 1, S = a 1 V with a*“+’ = 1. Since S E G, S must 
leave V, invariant, so that a E R. It follows that a = 1. Q.E.D. 
The set .F is invariant under the linear substitution A since A preserves 
@(co) and maps Q(v) to @(v + 1) for v E F,. Moreover, one can easily 
verify that applying the mapping B to Q(x) yields @(g2x). What is less 
obvious is that applying C to Q(x) yields @(-l/x) for all x E X. To see that 
it is in fact true, we treat the cases x = co, x = 0, x E ‘Fp” separately. 
As we have already observed, @i(O) is obtained by applying the linear 
substitution C to @(co). Since we know that C2 = 1 V, we also have that 
@(co) is obtained by applying C to Q(o). Therefore, @(-l/x) is the result of 
applying C to Q(x) if x = co or x = 0. Now suppose x E Fp”. Then by 
definition 
and 
If we apply C to Q(x), we obtain 
which simplifies to 
Now, (t2” - <-2k’)((2’m - (-2’m)fx is the same as 
/*xt2l(mtk) r + fx-ZI(mtk) _ fxt2l(m-k) _ f-Z/Cm--k). 
Therefore 
= g crpXt21(mtk) + ,.$x-Zl(m+k) _ f.r+h-k) _ f.r-W-k)). 
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If we complete the square in the exponents, we obtain 
2nt1 
t- 
(m+b2/x ;I (,$l+m+k/x)2x + ,$/+m+k/xj2x) 
2n+l 
-<-(m-k)% C (<Ut(m-kVx)2x + <(-/+(m~k)/dx) 
/=I 
The first summation can also be written as 
P-1 
;, ~(/t(mtk)lx)2~=_~(mtk)2/X + ,$, llzx, 
while the second summation can be written as 
2nt1 
y flt(m-k)lx)zx = -~(mpk)*lx + 2 fx. 
G /=I 
Therefore, (* *) becomes 
r- (m+k)*/x +(mtk)*/x + 2 ,fx -~-(m-k)2/x 
/=I 
-<(m-k)*/x + 5 </'j , 
/=I 
which is the same as 
C- ("'fk)2Jx-~-('-k)2/x) i ,$*x =(~-2mkjx_~2mk/x)~-(m'tk2)fx + </2x. 
/=I ;I; 
From the theory of Gauss sums, we have CT=, <jzx = (x/p) (-p)“‘, so (**) 
becomes ([P2mk’x - 12mk’x) ~-(“‘*’ k2)‘x(~/p) (-p)“‘. Substituting this value 
for the term in braces in (*), we obtain 
or what is the same, 
Now, one can easily prove by induction on N that Et=, k2 = iN(N + 1) 
(2N + I). Taking N to be 2n + 1, we get C:Z:’ k2 =+(2n + 1) (2n + 2) 
(42 + 3) =p(n + 1)(2n + 1)/3. Therefore, since p > 3, C2kn_,’ k2 is a 
multiple of p, so that 
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2n+1 
_ n (<-&2/X) = _ (<-cnt lH2nilv3x)p = -1 
3 
k=l 
and (*) becomes 
If we let k = tx modulo p, then we have 
2mklx) = (T) (pf _ r-2”‘) 
= 44 ( ) p (pII _ pl’l)* 
As k runs from 1 to 2n + 1 modulo p, 1 t[ will also run from 1 to 2n + 1. It 
follows that (*) can also be written as 
which is the same as @(-l/x). This proves that for all x E X, C transforms 
Q(x) into @(-l/x). Thus, jr is invariant under A, B, and C, and therefore 
under all of G. 
We can use the bijection @ to transport the action of G on Sr over to an 
action of G on X. This defines a homomorphism @* of G into the group of 
permutations of X. As we have seen, @*(A), a*(B), and Q*(C) are the 
linear fractional transformations defined by 
@*(A)= ( :, ; 1 ) 
G*(B) = g O 
( 1 0 g-1 ' 
Q"(C)= ( 0 -l 1 1 o . 
It follows that Q*(S) is a linear fractional transformation for every S in G. 
Moreover, @*(A), Q*(B), and a*(C) generate the group PSL,(F,) of all 
linear fractional transformations of X. Therefore, the homomorphism @* 
maps G onto PSL,(F,). By Corollary 2 above, @* is injective, so that @* is 
an isomorphism of G onto PSL,(ff,). 
481/72/l-9 
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Let us denote by p the inverse of the isomorphism @*. Then we have the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 2. There is one and only one irreducible representation p 
of PSL,(lF,) by linear substitutions of V such that p(( A :)) = A, 
P((“o “,-I )) = B, and p(( -y i )) = C. 
The existence of p has been proved except for the irreducibility of p. 
However, if S is a substitution which commutes with A, S is diagonal. If in 
addition, S commutes with B, S is a scalar. The uniqueness of p follows 
from knowing that (A i), ($ i-, ), and ( -y i ) generate PSL#F,J. 
Note that our argument shows in fact that the restriction of p to the group 
of upper triangular matrices is irreducible. 
For use in the next section, we establish one more relation among the 
operators A, B, and C. 
LEMMA 1. We have the following identity: 
c= - (-p)“2 rEI 
~2~‘B’(A’--A-‘)B’ (9) 
Proof. Applying C to y, yields -l/(-p)“’ CiL’T’ (kl/p) (rZk’ - r-“‘)y,. 
Since g is a primitive root modulo p, every I which is an index of summation 
can be written uniquely in the form 1 = 1 kge2’l with 1 & r < 2n + 1. 
Hence, we have 
2n+’ Wg-2’l 





However, (k 1 kg-2’l/p) (<2klk~-*” - <-2klkg-*‘1) is the same as <2k2R.-*r - 
<- 2k2R -“. Therefore, we have 
' ‘(yk) = - (-py/2 r=l '2' ((2k28mz'- ~-2k2~~2r)Y,kR-2,, . 
Expanding the right-hand side of (9) applied to y,, we have 
1 2nt1 2n+1 
- o’l’ rzl ,‘(A’ -A-2)B’(yk) = - (-;)I,2 rzI B’(A2 -A-‘)(y,m) 
= _ me& %,I Br[((2k2g-2’ - <-2k2g-2r)y,kg-r,] 
= - + 2’ (p-*‘- ~-2kZg-*‘)yikg-‘, . 
Comparing this with (lo), the lemma follows at once. 
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2 
Denote by i0 the field generated over the field of rational numbers by a 
square root of -p. It is well known that 1,, is a subfield of 4. 
Let us denote by Gsl the &-algebra underlying the field extension AI R,, and 
by W the vector space over &, underlying the extension A 1 X0. Let r denote 
the Galois group of R over the field of rational numbers, and let r,, denote 
the subgroup consisting of all of the automorphisms of R which fix every 
element of J,. If y is any automorphism of 1, y is uniquely determined by the 
value of y(r); that value is of the form r, where a is an integer which is not 
divisible by p. Since the value r depends only on the residue class of a 
modulo p, we may associate to y the element of Ff represented by a. This 
manner of associating elements of Fp” to elements of r then defines an 
isomorphism of r onto Ft. If a is an element of FF, we will denote by y0 
the element of r to which it is associated. Under this isomorphism of r onto 
Fp” , r, is mapped onto the group of quadratic residues modulo p. 
We will now consider three ,&,-linear endomorphisms R, S, and T of W. 
They are defined as follows: 
R(x) = rX, (11) 
S(x) = Y,*(x), (12) 
T(x) = - (-p)l12 k=, --!- *?I yg<* -l-2) y:(x). (13) 
Obviously, Rp = S*“+’ = 1,. One can prove directly that T* = 1 w  as well, 
but we will not require this fact for the present, and in any case, it will 
follow from our subsequent considerations. 
However, we observe that there are two more identities which hold for the 
operators R, S, and T. 
SRS-’ = Rh, (14) 
where h is any integer congruent to g-* modulo p. 
T= _ & ;f,’ sk(R2 -R-*)Sk. (15) 
The identity (14) is immediate; the identity (15) may be proved in the 
following way. 
By applying (14), we have by induction that for any 1 and any w  in W 
(S’RS-‘)(w) = <-R2’w = S’(r) . w. 
Since g is a primitive root modulo p, we have 
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T(w) = - (-p)‘l’ ,=I 1 ,Z’ &y’(C’ _ r-7 . p@4 
= - $g *z’ S’(P - R-qS- P’(w) 
/=I 
=-+2~*‘s’(R’-R-2)S’(W), 
which proves (15). 
Consider the mapping o of 4@ W into V,, given by 
cp (c x, 0 wa) = T,’ (c x, r:(w,)) Yk. 
a a 
One can verify very easily that a, is an isomorphism of vector spaces over 
4’. For example, one may argue as follows. 
Suppose there is a nonzero vector u in the kernel of q. We may write u in 
the form C, x, 0 w,, where the elements w, which appear in the 
summation are elements of W linearly independent over 4,,. Choose one of 
the w,, and let L, be a &-linear endomorphism of W such that L,(w,) = w, 
and L(w,) = 0 for /I # a. Since the elements of To are linearly independent 
over 1, the space of all ,JO-linear endomorphisms of W which may be written 
in the form C a,, o y with y in r,, is a /,-vector space of dimension (2n + 1)’ 
over J,. Since this is the same as the dimension of the space of all /,-linear 
endomorphisms of W, it follows that every &,-linear endomorphism of W 
may be written in this form; this is so in particular for the endomorphism 
L,. As k runs over the numbers 1, 2,..., 2n + 1, y: runs over all of the 
elements of T,. It follows that we can write L, in the form 
2nt1 
L, = c Uk y:. 
k=l 
Now, since q(u) is a linear homogeneous form in yi ,..., y2,,+, which is 
identically zero, it will vanish for any set of values which one can assign to 
the variables. In particular, it will vanish if we put y, = uk for k = l,..., 
2n + 1. If we actually make this substitution, we find that 
0 = P(V)@, T..., U2n+ 1 > - ‘2’ (c x/3Y:(w,)) uk  
2n+ I 
= 2 xfl c uk Y:(w,) 
4 k=l 
= c $3 L(w,) 
4 
=x, w,. 
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In view of the linear independence of the wq)s, we have in particular that 
W, is not zero. Therefore x, = 0. Since Q was arbitrary, we have xq = 0 for 
all /3, whence u = Co xq @ wq = 0. This contradiction shows that v, is 
injective. However, /@ W and V0 both have the same dimension over /, so 
that (o is an isomorphism, which was to be shown. 
A straightforward calculation shows that the following identities hold: 
rpoR=Aop, (16) 
poS=Bo(o. (17) 
Moreover, applying 10 to T and using (15) and Lemma 1 of Section 1, we 
have that 
y,oT=Corp. (18) 
In particular, T2 = 1,. Denote by G, the group of invertible operators on 
W generated by R, S, and T. If L is any element of G,, denote by L! the R- 
linear extension of L to R @ W. Then what we have shown is that there is an 
isomorphism o* of G, onto G given by o*(L) = cp 0 L’ 0 p)-‘. It follows that 
there is a unique representation p0 of PSL,(F,) on W for which 
M: t>>=R P,,((“O “,-I )) = S, and pO(( -y A)) = T. Thus, p0 is a represen- 
tation of degree 2n + 1 of PSL,(F,) on a vector space over 10. This 
representation was also obtained by Hecke by somewhat different methods in 
this paper. He claims to be the first to have shown that the field of definition 
of p can be reduced to &. More recently, Janusz has shown [7] and in 
particular in the corollary on p. 4, that the Schur indices of PSL,(lF,) are all 
equal to 1 when q is a power of an odd prime. This implies the existence of 
pO; however, Janusz does not give a construction. 
3 
Let us denote by p the Hermitian form on W given by /3(x, y) = tr(xjQ, 
where 7 denotes the complex conjugate of y and tr denotes the trace form 
from .& to ,&. It is easy to verify that ~(Rx, Ry) =p(x, y) and that 
PC% 9) = P(x, Y> f or all x and y in W. Moreover, /?(x, x) > 0 for all x # 0. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let p’ be a Hermitian form of Wand suppose that p’ is 
invariant under R and S. Then there is a rational number a such that 
p’ = a/3. 
Proof: Since p is nondegenerate, any ,$-linear functional I on W may be 
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written in one and only one way in the form A(x) = /?(x, y) with y in W. Let 
y be an element of W. Then there is a unique element L(y) in W such that 
for all x we have p’(x, y) = /?(x, L(y)). M oreover, if rl belongs to kOgo, we have 
P(& L(%v)) = p’(x, CT) = IIp’(x, Y> = iiP(-G L(Y)) =P(-% VXY)). 
Therefore, L(yy) = qL(y) for all y in W, similarly, one shows that 
L(y, + y,) = L(y,) + L(y,) for any y, and y, in W, so that L is a &-linear 
endomorphism of W which is uniquely determined by p’. Since p’ is 
invariant under R, we have /?‘(Rx, Ry) = p’(x, y), or what is the same, 
PGary)) = PW(Y)) f or all x and y in W. Hence, for all y in W, we have 
L(b) = e(y). By induction, it follows that for any z in 4, we have 
L(zy) = zL(y). In particular, L(y) =yL(l). Writing ti instead of L(l), we 
see that j?’ may now be expressed in the form 
p(x, y) = tr(axjj). 
Since /I’ is Hermitian, 
p(x, y) = p’(y, x) = tr(u#) = tr@xj$ 
so that a = CT. If in addition, p’ is invariant under S, /3’ must be invariant 
under all of TO. Hence for any y in TO, we have 
tr(y-‘(a) x.P) = tr(ay(x)y(y)) = P(r(x), Y(Y)) = B(xl Y) = tr(a-G% 
so that y(u) = a for all y in TO. Therefore a belongs to R,, and since a = ti, u 
actually is a rational number. Therefore, Ip(x, v) = tr(uxy) = a tr(xy) = 
a/?(~, JJ), which was to be shown. 
COROLLARY 1. ,Ll is invariant under all of G,. 
Proof: Consider the Hermitian form p’ on W defined by 
P’(x, Y) = 2 P(W)7 L(Y)), 
where the summation is taken over all L in G,. If x is a nonzero element of 
W, p(L(x), L(x)) is a positive rational number for any L in G,, so that 
p’(x, x) is positive. Hence, p’ does not vanish identically. It is clear from the 
definition of p’ that it is invariant under G,,. In particular, B’ is invariant 
under R and under S. Therefore, by Proposition 4, we may write p’ = a/? for 
some rational number a. Since p’ is not identically zero, the number u must 
be different from zero. Hence p = u-ipl is a multiple of a G,-invariant 
Hermitian form, and must also be GO-invariant. Q.E.D. 
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If 9 is any subset of W, we will denote by Y* the set of all y in W which 
have the property that for any x in 9, /3(x, y) belongs to the maximal order 
of &. 
COROLLARY 2. If 9 is a subset of W which is invariant under G,, then 
Y* is also invariant under G,. 
This follows immediately from Corollary 1 and from the definition of Y*. 
LEMMA 2. The difJ‘erent of A over & is the fractional ideal of R 
generated by (1 - <)*“. 
Proof. We know that the different of / over Q is generated by 
(1 - r)p-2, and that the different of )go over Q is generated by q, where q is a 
solution in d0 of x2 +p = 0. Using [ 14, Proposition 13, Chap. VIII, Sect. 41 
and the fact that the fractional ideal in A generated by q is also generated by 
(1 -#n+‘, it follows that the different of R over I0 is generated by 
(1 - Q’“. 
COROLLARY 1. Let SY be a fractional ideal in .4. Then Y”* = a-‘Q- I, 
where ~3 denotes the fractional ideal in 1 generated by (1 - <)*“, and where 
2 denotes the fractional ideal obtained from ip by applying complex 
conjugation. 
This follows at once from Lemma 2 and the definition of .Y*. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 9 be the fractional ideal in R generated by 
(1 - <)-“. Then 5? = 9*. 
Proof. By Corollary 1, Y* = (1 - <)-*” (1 - r)” H [<I. Since (1 - c;>” 
differs from (1 - 0” by a factor which is a unit in Z [r], it follows that Y* is 
the fractional ideal generated by (1 - <)-‘“(1 - <)” = (1 - r)-“, so that 
LP’“=P. 
Remark. If M is a fractional ideal such that .A =A*, it is not 
necessarily true that M = Y. For instance, let .J? be a prime ideal in ig such 
that Y’ # LP, and let A = p-‘yY. Then 1 # 9, but A* = A?. 
We will also denote by a-‘/* the fractional ideal in R generated by 
(1 -l)-“. 
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4 
Let us denote by x the character of the representation p0 of PSL,(ff,) on 
IV. The values of x are algebraic integers which lie in & since G, is a group 
of &linear endomorphisms of W. Let b denote the prime ideal of k0 lying 
above p. The residue class field of b is just F,. Let us denote by x’ the 
reduction of x modulo /“. The purpose of this section is to prove that the 
modular character x is irreducible. 
In [2, Sect. 301 Brauer and Nesbitt determined all of the modular 
irreducible characters of P&C&F,). These characters may be described in the 
following way. For every d > 0, denote by P, the vector space over 6, 
consisting of all homogeneous polynomials of degree d in the variables x and 
y. The group SL,(lF,) acts ED-linearly on P, by means of linear substitutions 
for the variables x and y. If d is even, then (-A _y) acts trivially on P,, so 
that the action of SL,(F,) on P, factors through an action of PSL,(F,) on 
Pd. The character of this representation will be denoted xd. If d is an even 
integer <2n, xd is a modular irreducible character. The characters x0, x2,..., 
x2,, constitute all of the modular irreducible characters of PSL2(Fp) in 
characteristic p. The degree of xd is d t 1. 
Suppose now that x’ is a reducible modular character. Then we can write 
x’ = i akx2k with c,>O in L. 
k=O 
Since the degree of x’ and the degree of x2,, are both equal to 2n t 1, x2,, 
cannot occur in the above decomposition of x’. Therefore, we really have 
n-1 
x’ = c ckx2ka 
k=O 
(19) 
Recall the operator B defined at the beginning of Section 1. For every k, 
Bk is a permutation operator. If 1 ,< k < 2n, the permutation corresponding 
to Bk has no fixed points, so that the trace of the operator Bk will be zero. 
By (17), Bk o cp = (a o Sk, hence it follows that the trace of Sk is also zero for 
1 < k < 2n. However, the elements Sk with 1 < k < 2n coincide with the 
elements of the form po(( ;f z- ,)) with a2 # 1. Therefore, if a is any element 
of Fi such that a2 # 1, ~((8 i-1)) = 0, and therefore x’((lf z-1)) = 0. 
On the other hand, one may compute the value of xd((g i-1)) for any a 
such that a2 # 1 in the following way. A basis for Pd consists of the 
monomials xd, xd-‘y, xd-‘y’,..., yd. The linear substitution (t i-1) transforms 
xkydmk into 
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so that with respect to the basis xd, xd-‘y,..., yd for P,, the action of (5 z-1) 




xd((t I-I)) is just the trace of this matrix, so that &(G i-1)) = 
a-d((a2d+2 - l)/(a’ - 1)) if d > 0, and xO((i z-1)) = 1. 
Substituting these expressions for x’((z i-1)) and Xd((g z-1)) into (19), we 
find that for a2 # 1, we have 
whence 0 = C,,(a’ - 1) + ci;i ck(azkt2 - a-2k). However, a-2k = a4n-2k+2 
since appl = 1. Therefore, we have 
n-1 
0 = Co(a2 - 1) + C ck(azk+ * - a4n-2k+ ‘) 
k=l 
(20) 
for all a in Fp” such that a2 # 1. However, (20) is still valid even if a2 = 1, SO 
that (20) holds for all a in Fp”. Therefore, the polynomial 
n-1 
f(x) = C,(x2 - 1) + 2 Ck(X*k+Z - x4”-2k+2) 
k=l 
has degree <p - 3, and has p - 1 roots, namely, every a in ‘Fp”. Therefore, f 
must vanish identically. In particular, all of its coefficients must be zero, 
which is a contradiction. 
It follows that x’ is modular irreducible and that in fact, x’ = xzn. 
5 
In this section, it will be convenient to recall that W is the vector space 
over k0 underlying k; hence, any subset of W is in fact a subset of k, and 
will be regarded as such without introducing any additional notation. 
Let ip be a lattice in W, that is, a finitely generated subgroup of W which 
contains a basis for W over the field of rational numbers. Suppose that 9 is 
invariant under R. Then &!Y c 4p, so that by induction we have that 
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Z[Q! s 9. Since Z [<I is the ring of all algebraic integers in k, it follows 
that 9 is a fractional ideal in R. 
The operator S on A is an automorphism of 1 over k0 which generates the 
Galois group r, of the extension. Accordingly, if 9 is invariant under S as 
well as R, 9 must be a fractional ideal which is invariant under the Galois 
group r,. We may write 9 uniquely up to order as a product 
where N > 0, and where each 3 is a prime ideal, each e, # 0, and $ # >yj 
for i #j. By the uniqueness of this representation, it follows that for all i and 
all y E r,, y(T), and 3 occur in the product with the same multiplicity. The 
primes which lie in the orbit under r,, of 9 are just the primes of 1 which lie 
over the same prime b of &,. 
Therefore, we may rewrite the product in the form 
where all& are all nonzero, where M> 0, where each bi is a prime ideal of 
kO, and where hi # fij for i fj. 
If q is an element of R”, denote by (n) the fractional ideal in 4’ generated 
by q. If a is any fractional ideal of A,, the fractional ideal aZ[c] of R 
generated by a will be denoted i(a). For any fractional ideals a, 9 of kO, we 
have i(a.9) = i(a) i(9). If b is a prime of 1,, which is unramified in 4, then 
we have 
i(h) = n ?,/, 9. 
The only prime of )B, which is ramified in 4’ is the principal prime 
generated by (-p) , l/2. the prime of R lying above it is the principal prime 
generated by 1 -c. Therefore, we may write 9 in the form 
.P = (1 - c)” fi i(bj)'j, 
j=l 
for some integer V. 
By the multiplicative property of i, we may also write 
P = (1 - <)” i(a), 
where a is the fractional ideal in &, given by a = fl= r by. We summarize 
what we have obtained in the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4. A lattice L/ in W is invariant under R if and only if9 
is a fractional ideal. It is invariant under R and S tf and only if LY is a frac- 
tional ideal of the form (1 - r)* i(a), where v is an integer, a is a fractional 
ideal of k,,, and i(a) denotes the fractional ideal of k’ generated by a. 
Let Y be a lattice in W which is invariant under R and S. According to 
Proposition 3, we may write Y in the form (1 - <)” i(a). In view of the fact 
that (-p)“’ = (1 - <)2nf’ and that (+)I’* belongs to L,,, we may always 
choose a and v so that -2n < v < 0. 
The existence of a lattice 9 in W which is invariant under G, is very easy 
to prove. One simply chooses a nonzero element w  in W. Then the lattice 
generated by w  and all of the transforms of w  by element of G, will be a G, 
invariant lattice. 
LEMMA 3. A lattice 9 in W is invariant under G, if and only if for 
every fractional ideal $9 in X0, the lattice i(.9)i” is invariant under G, . 
Proof. For every prime + of Lo, we will denote by Wj the completion of 
W with respect to the +-adic topology on W. We will also denote by 9+ the 
closure of 9 in Wk. The elements of G, extend naturally to continuous 
operators on W,. If 4” is invariant under G,, then for every p, Yfi is 
invariant under G,. Let 9 be any fractional ideal in &, and write 
where the hi are distinct primes of &, and the e, are integers. For each i, let 
rri be a prime element of the completion of 4,, at pi. Then the closure 
(i(59)J+ of i(g)9 in Whi is just nTi 9fii. 
Clearly, 7~;’ phi is invariant under G, whenever 9 is. Therefore, the lattice 
is also invariant under G,. Here, the first intersection is taken over all + 
which are not among the bi)s, and the second intersection is taken over the 
PCS. 
To establish the converse direction, simply take 9 to be the maximal 
order of &,. Q.E.D. 
Let 4a be a lattice in W which is invariant under G,. Since it is invariant 
in particular under R and S, by Proposition 3 and the remarks which follow 
it, we may write 4p = (1 - <)” i(a) with -2n < v < 0. By Lemma 3, the 
lattice i(a-‘)Y will also be invariant under G,. Hence, we have proved the 
following corollary to Lemma 3. 
COROLLARY. For some integer v satisfying -2n < v < 0, the lattice 
(1 - l)” is invariant under G,. 
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Recall that at the end of Section 3, we defined 6-“2 to be the fractional 
ideal in 4 generated by (1 - 0)“. 
PROPOSITION 5. A lattice L? in W is invariant under G, if and only ifit 
is of the form a- 1/2 i(a), where a is a fractional ideal in RO, and i(a) denotes 
the fractional ideal in k generated by a, and where a- If2 is the square root of 
the inverse d@erent of R over R,. 
Proof: By the corollary to Lemma 3, we can find a lattice Y0 of the form 
(1 - <)” with -2n < v < 0 such that it’0 is invariant under G,. Since g;‘o ’ = 
(1 - r))“, by Corollary 1 of Lemma 2, Section 3, we conclude that 
P,*= (1 - &“-” is also invariant. 
We have -2n < -2n - v < 0 as well. Either Y0 c Yi or Y,*s 2;. By 
interchanging Y0 and Y$ at the beginning of the argument, we could have 
assumed without loss of generality that 9’:~ YO. Then -2n ,< v < 
-2n - v < 0, SO that -v > n and p$= (1 - <)-*“-*“Y$. Since (-p)‘l’YG = 
(1 -#n+* Y0 and since -2n + 2v < 2n + 1, we have that 
(-p)“‘q g 9;s s. 
Since all of the lattices Y,, 5!:, and (-p)“‘PO are invariant under G,, G, 
acts on the quotient module 4cu,/(-p)“29$ and leaves invariant the nonzero 
submodule 5?~/(-p)r’2Y0. Clearly, PO/(-p)“‘YO is a vector space of degree 
2n + 1 over IF,. The action of G, on that vector space is a modular represen- 
tation of G, whose character is just x’. By the results of section 4, x’ is an 
irreducible modular character of G,, so the representation of G, on 
PO/(-p)“‘YO must be irreducible. Since P$/(-p)“‘PO is a nonzero invariant 
subspace, we must have 
s?y-p)“‘Yo = Yo/(-p)“2Yo) 
whence 9:= YO. Therefore v = -2n - v, so v = -+I. 
This proves that 8 ‘I2 is a lattice in W which is invariant under G,. By 
Lemma 3 of this section, it follows that ~V”*i(a) is a G,-invariant lattice for 
any fractional ideal a of 8,. Moreover, our argument shows that if (1 - <)” is 
a G,-invariant lattice with -2n < v < 0, then v = -n. Let 9 be any G,- 
invariant lattice in W. According to the corollary to Lemma 3 of this section, 
we may write 9 in the form 
Y = (1 - <)” i(a), 
where a is a fractional ideal of R, and -2n < v ,< 0. By Lemma 3 itself, 
(1 - 0” must be G, invariant. Therefore, by what we have shown, 
(1 - r)” = I?- 1’2, so that 
9 = a - ‘j2 i(a) 
as required. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY. Let 9 be a GO-invariant lattice in W, and consider the 
Dirichlet series 
where the summation runs over all G,-invariant sublattices of 9 and where 
for any sublattice A of 9; [9 : M] denotes the index of M in Ip. Then we 
have 
where r*,(s) is the Dedekind zeta function of IO. 
Proof: By Proposition 5, a sublattice .A? of 9 is G,-invariant if and only 
if it is of the form i(a)Y, where a is an integral ideal of A’,. Since the 
expression of .A in this form is unique, we have QY’, s) = C [Y: i(a)pI 
the sum running over all integral ideals a of 1,. Clearly, [9: i(a)Y] = 
N(a)&@ ] = N(a)‘P- I)‘*, and the identity &9, s) = &,(((p - 1)/2)s) follows at 
once. 
The author wishes to acknowledge that the corollary to Proposition 5 was 
motivated by Louis Solomon’s recent article [lo]. It should also be pointed 
out that many of the arguments we have used are valid in much greater 
generality and in fact Feit has considered more general cases in [4]. Thus 
many of our arguments could be shortened by appealing to Feit’s article, but 
we have refrained from doing so in the interest of keeping our paper self 
contained and elementary. 
6 
We will write W,, for the product of W with R over Cl!, and we will fix a 
choice of (-p)“’ in R,. Then WIF, has a complex structure J defined by 
J(w) =p-“‘L(w), 
where L denotes the R-linear extension to W, of scalar multiplication by 
(-p)“‘. We will call U the complex vector space ( WR, J). 
If g is any lattice in W, 9 may be identified with a discrete subgroup of 
U, also denoted by 9, such that U/9 is compact. In that case U/g is a 
compact complex Lie group. If 9 and A are lattices in W, then any 
analytic homomorphism a from U/g to U/M is induced by a C-linear 
endomorphism ti of U such that a(Y) GA? a will be an isomorphism if and 
only if G(Y) =A. 
The Hermitian form /3 on W extends R-linearly to a positive definite 
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Hermitian form on U. This extension will also be called p. Define 
E:UXU-+Rby 
E(x, Y) = (-p)‘/’ --!- [K!J, x> -KG YII. 
Then E is an alternating form on U, and the pairing (x, v) I-P E(x, Jy) is 
symmetric and positive definite. Moreover, if x and y belong to W, then 
E(x, y) is rational. If 4a is a lattice in W, then we can find a positive integer 
a such that uE(x, y) belongs to Z for any x, y in 9. If we write E, for the 
form a E, then E, will be a Riemann form for the lattice 9’. Therefore, the 
complex torus U/P is an abelian variety. 
Suppose that LP and J are lattices in W which are invariant under G,. 
Then by Proposition 5 of Section 5, we can write 
Y = a-‘/* i(a), 
.M = 8 - ‘I2 i(9). 
The group G, will then act on the abelian varieties U/Y and U/A. A 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a GO-equivariant 
analytic isomorphism a of U/P onto U/d is the existence of a &,-linear 
isomorphism ti of W onto itself such that a(9) =.A and ti commutes with 
the elements of G,. Since the representation p,, is absolutely irreducible, such 
an C? must be given by scalar multiplication by some element c of R,. Then 
6(Y) =A if and only if a and 58 belong to the same ideal class in &,, . 
According to the character table’ given by Hecke for PSL,(F.,) in his 
collected works, any representation of PSL,(F,) of degree 2n + 1 is 
equivalent either to p, P; or the trivial representation. Either by using that 
character table or by working directly with the linear substitutions A, B, and 
C, one finds that x, the character of p, is given by 
- 1 + (--p)i’2 
2 
0 for u2 # 1, 
1 0 
X 
(( )I 0 1 
=2n+l and x(t”) = (-l)b+ ’ 
(21) 
if t is an element of PSL,(F,) of order (p + 1)/2 and 1 < b & (p + 1)/4. 
’ The characters of RX&F,) were first determined by Frobenius, Sitzungbericht der 
Berliner Akademie 1896. I use the one in Hecke’s works (which refer to the table in 
Frobenius) out of habit, being more acquainted with Hecke’s work than with that of 
Frobenius. 
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This gives x completely since any element of PSL,(F,) is conjugate to one 
of the elements in (21). 
Suppose that G! is an abelian variety defined over the field of complex 
numbers, and let K denote the Lie algebra of CPI. There is a natural 
homomorphism of K onto CPI; its kernel is a lattice A, in a. Then we may 
identify 6l? with a/A,, in a natural way. If a is any analytic automorphism of 
G?‘, a will induce a C-linear endomorphism da of d which maps A, onto 
itself. 
Suppose now that 0’ has dimension 2n + 1 and that the group of analytic 
automorphisms of @ contains a subgroup Y which is isomorphic to 
PSL,(lF,). If w  is an isomorphism of PSL,(F,) onto ,P, then we may 
associate to w  the representation 7c of PSL,(lF,) on K given by n(x) = dv(x); 
in other words, z(x) is the automorphism induced on d by v(x). Since x is 
clearly faithful, rc must be equivalent either to p or to P: Denote by o the 
automorphism of PSL,(F,) given by u(x) = ‘x-i. Then PO u = p, so that 
replacing v by w  0 o if necessary, we may suppose that R is equivalent to p. 
In particular, x is the character of TC. 
Using (21), one sees that there exists a basis for d with respect to which 












will be given by a diagonal matrix whose kth diagonal entry will be 
1 + tr(C;k*), where tr denotes the trace from R to Ro. Since all of the rk* are 
conjugate over R,, these diagonal entries coincide, and so the operator in 
(2 1) is scalar multiplication by an element in Lo. In fact, that element is 
&(-p)“‘. From (21), it is clear that multiplication by (-p)“’ leaves A, 
invariant. Call A the rational vector space spanned by A,. Then A will also 
be invariant under multiplication by (-p)“‘, and hence may be regarded as a 
vector space of dimension 2n + 1 over Ro. 
It follows that the representation of PSL,(lF,) on the A’, vector-space A is 
equivalent to the representation p. of PSL,(lF,) on W. 
Therefore, we can find a ko-linear isomorphism 8 of A onto W such that 
z 0 R(X) = PO(X) 0 B for every x in PSL#,,). Call Y the image of A, under 
E. Then the abelian variety 6Y will be isomorphic to U/Y. 
From our discussion, we may conclude that the following result is true. 
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PROPOSITION 6. There is a bijection between ideal classes of RO and 
equivalence classes of pairs (@, S) consisting of an abelian variety CPI and a 
subgroup .Y of the automorphism group of @ isomorphic to PSL,(F,). Here, 
we say (@, S) is equivalent to (a’, F) tf there is an analytic isomorphism 
v of @’ onto a’ such that v o x o w-’ belongs to O?’ whenever x belongs to 
f-. 
COROLLARY 1. If the class number of R,, is 1, then any two pairs 
(a, -P), (a’, S’) are equivalent. 
Let @ be an elliptic curve whose endomorphism ring is isomorphic to the 
ring r0 of algebraic integers in R,, and let N be a positive integer. Denote by 
EC”‘) the product of N copies of (5. Then the endomorphism ring of e(N) will 
be isomorphic to MN(r,,). In case N = 2n + 1, this ring will be M,,, i(r,,), and 
its unit group GL Zn+ i(r,,) will contain a group Y’ isomorphic to PSL,(F,).* 
In case the class number of k’,, is 1, any pair (a, Y) will be equivalent to 
(@((N), Y’), by Corollary 1. Therefore, we have proved 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose the class number of dO is one. If O! is an abelian 
variety of dimension 2n + 1 on which PSL,(F,) operates faithfully as a 
group of automorphisms, then @’ is isomorphic to the product of 2n $ 1 
copies of an elliptic curve Q! whose endomorphism ring is the maximal order 
of 4' 
As special cases of Corollary 2, we have the following two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3. Let %Y denote the genus 3 curve with 168 
automorphisms. Then the Jacobian variety of %Y is the product of three copies 
of the elliptic curve C/Z](l + (-7)“‘)/2]. 
COROLLARY 4. The intermediate Jacobian of the cubic threefold in Ip4 
defined by the form X:X, + Xi X2 + X:X, + X:X, + Xi X,, is isomorphic to 
the product offive copies of the elliptic curve C/H[( 1 + (-11)"')/2]. 
Proof of Corollary 3. The group of order 168 is isomorphic to 
PSL,(lF,). Since the group does not act trivially on 5??‘, it does not act 
trivially on the Jacobian variety. Since PSL,(F,) is a simple group, it follows 
that it is acting faithfully on the Jacobian variety of %?. The result now 
follows from Corollary 2. 
Proof of Corollary 4. The reader is referred to the article by Clemens 
and Griffiths [3]. For the basic facts regarding cubic threefolds. Call Z the 
cubic threefold defined by X:X, + X:X, + X:X, + Xi X4 + Xi X,, . One can 
verify with no difficulty that Z is nonsingular, so that its intermediate 
’ By Prop. 5 of Sect. 5, a- ‘I2 = (1 - <)-” is G&variant. Since a - I” is a free module over 
rI,, G, can be realized as a subgroup of CL,,, ,(q,). 
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Jacobian will be an abelian variety of dimension five. In [l] one can find a 
proof that this cubic threefold admits PSL,(F,,) as a group of 
automorphisms. Moreover, these automorphisms of 2 are all collineations, 
so that every automorphism of Z maps lines lying in Z to other lines lying in 
Z. Thus, PSL,(F, ,) acts on the Fano surface F(Z) of Z, and therefore on the 
Albanese variety of F(Z) as well. Clemens and Griffiths [3] proved that the 
natural mapping of F(Z) into its Albanese is injective, and that the Albanese 
variety of F(Z) is isomorphic to the intermediate Jacobian variety of Z. 
PSL,(F,,) must act nontrivially on F(Z), for otherwise there would be a line 
in Z which would be invariant under PSL,(F’,,), which is impossible. 
Therefore, PSLz(lF,l) acts nontrivially on the Albanese of I;(Z) as well, or 
what is the same, on the intermediate Jacobian of Z. Corollary 4 now 
follows from Corollary 2. Q.E.D. 
Corollaries 2, 3, and 4 may be derived from somewhat simpler 
considerations, which I will now describe. Let 9 denote the subgroup of 
PSL,(F,) consisting of all elements which are represented by upper 
triangular matrices. It is not difficult to check that the restriction p r 9 of p 
to .S is still irreducible. Moreover, if A is a faithful representation of .5? of 
degree 2n + 1, then 2 is equivalent either to p r 53 or to p r 5. 
Now suppose that (fl, 6) is a pair consisting of an abelian variety @ and a 
subgroup b of the automorphism group of @ isomorphic to 9. Then as 
before in the case of PSL,(F,), we can choose an isomorphism v of 9 onto 
b such that the corresponding representation r of ?8 on the Lie algebra g of 
U is equivalent to p r 2. Then one can find an isomorphism 3 of II onto W 
such that for all x in 9, one has Z o r(x) =pO(x) 0 3. The image in Aut(w) 
of .!8 under p,, is the same as the group generated by R and S. Call 9 the 
lattice .Y(A,). Then 9 is invariant under R and S, so by Proposition 4 of 
Section 5, we may write 9 in the form (1 - <)” i(a), where v is an integer 
and a is a fractional ideal of R,. 
Let 6’” denote the commutator subgroup of b. b”’ is cyclic of order p. As 
we saw in the discussion preceding Proposition 6, the algebra of operators on 
a generated over Q by the operators in b”’ is isomorphic to the cyclotomic 
field R. If @ is an isomorphism of R onto that algebra, the pair (a, @) is an 
abelian variety with complex multiplication by R. If y is any automorphism 
of R, we will say that (@, @) and (07, @ o y) are of the same type. The type 
of (a, @) depends only on the cyclic group b(l), and conversely, b”’ is easily 
recovered from the type of (@, @). Hence, by abuse of language, I will refer 
to (a, b”‘) as the CM-type, and I will call it the CM-type underZying (a, b). 
Then in a manner similar to the proof of Proposition 6, one can prove the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 7. Denote by 3(4/&J the image of the natural 
homomorphism from the ideal class group of kO to the ideal class group of 1. 
481,72/l-10 
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Then there is a natural bijection between 3’(k/k’,) and the set of CM-types 
underlying the pairs (67, b) consisting of an abelian variety G? of dimension 
2n t 1 over C and a subgroup b of Am(Q) isomorphic to 9. 
Corollaries 2, 3, and 4 to Proposition 6 may now be derived from 
Proposition 7 and its two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. if 3’(k//J is trivial, then any two pairs (a, b) and 
(a’, b’) determine the same CM-type. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose ;V(k’/k’,,) is trivial. If (3 is an abelian variety of 
dimension 2n + 1 on which 9 operates faithfully, then 13’ is isomorphic to the 
product of 2n + 1 copies of an elliptic curve E whose endomolphism ring is 
the maximal order of &. 
In deriving Corollary 4 of Proposition 6 from Proposition 7, we are saved 
from having to show that this cubic admits PSL2(lF,,) as an automorphism 
group. 
I think it would be very interesting to study the group T(R/R,,) in general, 
as well as the properties of the mapping induced between the ideal class 
groups of L0 and A by i. 
7 
Let us denote by Y the rational vector space consisting of all &-linear 
endomorphisms of W which have trace 0 and which are skew-Hermitian with 
respect to the Hermitian form a. If L belongs to G, and M belongs to Y, then 
the trace of LML -’ is zero, and for all x, y in W we have 
P(LML - lx, y) = p(ML - ‘x, L - ‘y) = -/?(L - lx, ML - ‘y) = -P(x, LML - 5). 
Thus LML-’ is skew-Hermitian of trace 0 whenever M is. The mapping of Y 
into itself given by MM LML-’ will be denoted 7,,(L). Then L I+ to(L) 
defines a representation 7. of Go on Y. If we write 7 = to 0 po, then 7 will be a 
representation of PSL,(lF,) on the rational vector space Y. 
In general, 7 will not be absolutely irreducible, or even irreducible over Q. 
For p = 7, however, 7 will be absolutely irreducible, and for p = 11, 7 will be 
irreducible over Q, but not absolutely irreducible. 
LEMMA 4. FOr l<i<2n+ 1, let ej = (l/(-~)“~)(c - t-j). Then 
(e I )-.T e2n+ , } is an orthonormal basis for R over igo with respect to P. 
Proof Since the dimension of R over R. is 2n + 1, it will be enough to 
prove that for all i and j, /?(ei, ej) = 6,. Now /3(e,, ej) = -(l/p) trd,dO 
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(e+j + r-i-j _ p-i _ c-i+j)* I f  a= * I 1, t h is is -(l/p) trA,c(P+j + {-i-i - 2) = 
-(l/p) [n&c+‘) - 2(2n + I)] = -(l/p) (-1 - 4n - 2) = 1. If i #j, 
P(ei, ej) = -(l/p) trl,o(<‘+’ - g-j) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Using the basis {e, ,..., e2,,+ i} for R over &, we may represent the elements 
of Y by matrices with entries in R,. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 4 that 
with respect to this basis, p is nothing else than the usual Euclidean inner 
product on the space A’0 2nt’ Hence, a (2n + 1) x (2n + 1) matrix A4 with . 
entries in I,, will correspond to an element of Y if and only if it is a skew- 
Hermitian matrix in the usual sense (i.e., if ‘n;i = -M), and the trace tr(M) of 
the matrix A4 is zero. The space of all such matrices will be denoted 
0/1(2n + 1, R,). 
Y has a natural quadratic form q given by q(M) = -tr(M2). If L belongs 
to G,, then q(t,(L)M) = -tr(LM’L-‘) = -tr(M’) = q(M), so that q is 
invariant under G,. Let q’ denote the corresponding form on du(2n + 1, &,). 
Then q’ is still given by q’(M) = -tr(M*) = tr(M’@, which shows that q’ is 
simply the restriction to du(2n + 1, 1,) of the usual Euclidean norm on 
complex matrices. The inner-product on rrcl(2n + 1, &,) corresponding to q’ 
is given by (M, N) = -tr(MN). 
If 9 is a lattice in Y, will denote by P the lattice in Y which is dual to 
ii’ with respect to q. We will often identify 9 and 5Cp# with their images in 
ou(2n + 1, R,). One may choose a Q-linear mapping M of Y onto itself such 
that M(9’) = 9. Then the absolute value of the determinant of A4 depends 
only on P, and is denoted / 5? I. If J is another lattice in Y, then the ratio of 
19” and 1Jl is the square of a rational number. The same considerations 
and notations carry over mutatis mutandis to lattices in au(2n + 1, &,a,>. 
LEMMA 5. Let 9 denote the lattice in 42n + 1, A’,,) consisting of all 
matrices in 42n + 1, A’,,) whose entries lie in the maximal order of 4,. Then 
li”l=(2n+ l)pN, where N = 2n2 + 3n. 
Proof. Let L = (L,) be a matrix in du(2n + 1, S). Then Lji = -Eij* L 
will lie in g if and only if L, belongs to the maximal order of R,, for i <j 
and (l/(-p)“*Lii is a rational integer, say Xi. 
Let M = (Mij) be another matrix in ou(2n + 1, K,,). Then A4 belongs to 5P# 
if and only if for every L in 9, we have that 
*It+1 *PI+1 *PI+1 
Z* jT+1 
tr&dMijEijij) + P C xiYi E z9 (22) 
i=l 
where we have written yi for (I/(-p)“*~ii, with yi in a. 
Let A denote the lattice in du(2n + 1, R,,) consisting of all M = (Mij) such 
that for i < j, M, belongs to the inverse different of &, over 9 and such that 
all of the rational numbers (2n + 1) (-p)“*Mii are rational integers which 
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belong to the same congruence class modulo 2n + 1. Clearly, Y’s~X, and 
an easy calculation shows that the index of 9 in ~7 is (2n + I)#‘, where 
N = 2n2 + 3n. Hence, we will be done if we can show that A= Y#. Let M 
belong to ~7 and L to 9’. Since Lii belongs to the maximal order of AO, so 
does Lij. Since Mi,i belongs to the’inverse different of R, over Q for i <j, 
tri,j o(MijLi/) will be a rational integer, and the double summation in (22) 
will be a rational integer. If we write Lii = (-p)i”xi and Mji = (-p)“‘yi, 
then (-JJ)“~M~~ = -pyi. Since all of the numbers (-~)“~(2n + l)Mii are 
rational integers in the same congruence class modulo (2n + 1), 
2n+1 
(2n + l)p ~ Xiyi 
i-l 
will be a rational integer congruent to 0 modulo 2n + 1, whence 
2ntl 
P '\‘ xiYi 
[T ,  
is also an integer. Hence, .J G ~8’~. Conversely, suppose A4 belongs to Y”. 
Fix i < j. We may let L vary over arbitrary elements of Y for whose only 
nonzero entries are in the (i, j)th and (j, i)th place. Then (23) implies at once 
that M, belongs to the inverse different of L,, over Q. Next, take L to be the 
diagonal matrix whose only nonzero entries are (-p)“’ at the ith place on 
the diagonal and -(-p)“’ at the jth place on the diagonal. Then (23) 
implies that 
P(Yi -Yj> 
is a rational integer. Hence, pyi and py, are congruent module Z, so we can 
find an a such that 0 < a < 1, and that for i = l,..., 2n + 1, pyi = a mod Z. 
On the other hand, tr(M) = 0, so that 0 =p ci!!:’ yi = (2n + 1)a mod Z, 
whence (2n + l)pyi = (2n + 1) (-p)“‘Mii is a rational integerj and all of 
these rational integers are in the same congruence class modulo 2n + 1. This 
shows that L?# E .A?, completing the proof. 
COROLLARY. Y contains a lattice y with 191 = 1 if and only if 
& (p - 3) is a triangular number. 
ProoJ: Y will contain such an Y if and only if (2n + 1)~“’ is the square 
of a rational number, where N = 2n2 + 3n. That will be the case if and only 
if n is even and 2n + 1 is a perfect square. If we write 2n + 1 = (2k + l)‘, 
then p = 4n + 3 = 2(2k + 1)2 + 1 = 8k2 + 8k + 3, so that & (p - 3) = 
k(k + 1)/2. Conversely, if & @ - 3) = k(k + 1)/2, then p = 2(2k + 1)’ + 1, 
so 2n + 1 = (2k + 1)2 and n = 2k2 + 2k is even, whence (2n + 1)~” is a 
square. Q.E.D. 
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A glance at the character table for PSL,(F,) verifies our earlier assertion 
that the representation of PSL,(F,) on Y is absolutely irreducible. In 
particular, the action on Y @ C is irreducible. Moreover, the table shows that 
any irreducible rational representation of degree 8 for PSL,(F,) must be 
equivalent to the representation of PSL,(F,) on Y. 
Let .? be a complex simple Lie algebra of type E,, C a Cartan subalgebra, 
and W(C) the Weyl group associated to C. They W(C) acts on C and on the 
vector space C* dual to C. The action of W(C) on C* is an irreducible 8- 
dimensional representation of W(C) which leaves invariant the subgroup 
spanned by the roots. Call that subgroup Jo, and call the rational vector 
space spanned by it .R. Then ~,& is a lattice in A, and ~MO and A are both 
invariant under W(C). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let rp: PSL,(F,)+ W(C) be a homomorphism. Then v) 
determines a reducible representation of PSL,(F,) on A, and a fortiori on 
ProojY If rp determined an irreducible representation of PSL,(F,) on M, 
that representation would have to be equivalent to the representation of 
PSL,(IF,) on Y, and A0 would correspond under this equivalence to a lattice 
y invariant under PSL,(ff,). The Killing form on C* is invariant under 
W(C), and will induce on Y a nondegenerate quadratic form invariant under 
PSL,(F,). Since the representation of PSL,(F,) on Y is absolutely 
irreducible, that form must be a constant multiple of q, say cq where c is a 
nonzero rational number. Now, .A0 is known to be an unimodular lattice 
with respect to the Killing form, so the same must hold for 9 with respect to 
cq. 
However, the dual lattice of P with respect to cq is clearly the same as 
cm ’ i(/*, so saying that 9 unimodular is the same as saying P* = ~9. But 
then ( 9 1 = c8, which is the square of a rational number, contradicting the 
corollary to Lemma 5. Q.E.D. 
Let p = 11. If we consult the character table for PSL,(lF,,), we find there 
is one irreducible rational representation of that group of dimension 24 and, 
up to equivalence, only one. It can be described as follows. PSL2(F,,) has 
two irreducible characters of degree 12. They have values in Q(5”‘) and are 
conjugate to each other over Q. According to the theorem of Janusz alluded 
to in Section 2, one knows that these characters may be realized as the traces 
of representations on 12-dimensional vector spaces over Q(5”‘). The 
underlying rational representations are 24-dimensional and irreducible. 
Without appealing to Janusz’s general theorem, one can show that the 12- 
dimensional representations can be realized over Q(5”‘) in the following 
way. One knows that the field of definition must contain the field generated 
by the values of the character, a(51i2) in this case. But the representation on 
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Y has dimension 24 over Q and this dimension must equal the degree of an 
absolutely irreducible component of Y multiplied by the degree of a field of 
definition for that component. Since the absolutely irreducible component 
has degree 12, as one sees from the character table, the field of definition 
must have degree 2 and is therefore U&(5”*). Using the fact that for general P 
the character of G, acting on Y is the sum of all of the irreducible characters 
of G, of degree p + 1, it is not difficult to verify that these irreducible 
characters have Schur index equal to 1. 
In any case, it follows that there must be an operator L on Y which 
commutes with the action of G, on Y and such that L* = 5 1,. If one had 
begin with the twelve dimensional representations over Q(5”*), scalar 
multiplication would induce such an operator L on the underlying rational 
representation space. The algebra of operators generated over Q by L is 
isomorphic to Q(5”‘), and any operator in that algebra may be represented 
uniquely in the for a 1 r + bL with a, b in Q. The determinant of the 
operator a 1, + bL on Y will be (a’ - 5b*)‘*; it will be the norm from 
CJ(~“~) to Q of (a + b(5”*))“. 
Denote by A, a fixed lattice in R24 which is even and unimodular with 
respect to the Euclidean metric, and which has no vectors of length 2 I’*. 
Leech was the first to construct such a lattice; it has since been known as the 
Leech lattice. Following Conway, let us denote by .O the group of all 
orthogonal transformations of determinant 1 which map A,, onto itself. Let A 
denote the rational vector space spanned by A 0. Then 0 leaves both A 0 and 
A invariant. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let cp: PSL,(F,,) + 0 be a homomorphism of 
PSL,(F,,) into the Conway group. Then the corresponding representation of 
PSL,(F, , ) on A is reducible over Q 
Proof. Suppose ~1 determine an irreducible representation. Then that 
representation would be equivalent to the representation r0 of PSL,( F, 1) on 
Y. Under this equivalence, /i, would correspond to a Go-invariant lattice 4” 
in Y, and the Euclidean norm on A would correspond to a Go-invariant 
quadratic form F on Y. Since Y is the underlying rational representation of 
an absolutely irreducible representation of PSL2(F,,) on a 12-dimensional 
vector space Y’ over Q(5 ‘I*), F must have the form F = q 0 M, where M = 
a 1, + b L. The dual lattice of ip with respect to F must therefore 
coincide with M-‘(IP#). Since _4” is unimodular with respect to F, in 
particular we have 9 = M-‘(IL?. Therefore IPI= Idet(M)(-’ = 
1u2 - 5b21-” is a perfect square, contradicting the corollary to Lemma 5. 
Hence, p must determine a reducible representation of PSL2(F,,). Q.E.D. 
By the same methods, one can strengthen the corollary of Lemma 5 to the 
following result. 
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PROPOSITION 10. Let F be a nondegenerate rational quadratic form on 
Y which is invariant under G,. If 9 is a lattice in Y, denote by yF its dual 
lattice with respect to F, and by IJ$ the absolute value of the determinant of 
an automorphism of Y carrying gF onto F. Then there exists a lattice 9 in 
Y such that IPI,= 1 if and only ifp is of the form 16t + 3, where t is a 
triangular number. 
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